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The 2QF18 earnings call was largely dominated by the news of the SRAXmd sale. We provided some color on
that in some recent notes so we will try not to rehash that, but, to reiterate the main point, the SRAXmd sale is a
considerable milestone for the company on a variety of levels. Certainly, one of the more important of those
levels is the notion that they have proven they can build and monetize a vertical, so now the question becomes
can they continue that trend with the existing verticals they are developing. Below is a brief overview of each of
these verticals and some notes regarding their stage of development as we understand them.
SRAXshopper – This is basically the company’s CPG (consumer packaged goods) platform, which they have
operated for some time now. We believe this segment is responsible for much of the balance of 1HF18 revenues
that were not associated with SRAXmd. We think this vertical has considerable room for growth, in part because
the Company may now have more resources and more incentive to devote to the platform than perhaps they have
had in the past. Actually, that view pertains to all of these verticals, an encompasses in part why the company
believes, and we tend to agree with, that they will be able to develop these new verticals more quickly than
SRAXmd. We are not suggesting that throwing more money at something necessarily makes it happen faster or
at all, but it sure doesn’t hurt. In any event, we think CPG is SRAX legacy knowledge base, and we think they are
now better positioned to exploit their platform and expertise than they have ever been.
SRAXsocial – In the Company’s parlance: “SRAX Social is a social media marketing tool that enables agencies
and brands to push consistent messages to many audiences across all social media channels. SRAX Social enables
users to launch social media programs in one central location while our artificial intelligent engine automatically
determines the best way to spend media dollars to get the best results for the brand”. SRAXsocial is developed
and being used to generate revenues today, but we don’t think it has historically been used as a revenue generator
on its own. As we recall, they have generally used this to augment other portions of the business, and by the way,
we think it will be integral in the development of BigToken. Here again, we tend to think that their ability to now
focus and develop SRAXsocial as a profit center should create better comparable results.
SRAXauto - This is the Company’s auto vertical. As they describe it, SRAXauto’s intelligent stack of tools enable
auto manufacturers and dealers to target and reach buyers at dealerships, auto shows or at home on both, desktop
and mobile through precision audience building that identifies and targets highly engaged auto intenders on the
road to purchase. We are continuing to develop this roadmap. They have been developing this vertical for some
time now, and while as they note they continue to do so, the segment is operational and we believe is generating
some revenues today. The company believes this vertical has similar potential to SRAXmd, and they expect the
trajectory to be similar. As a rough guideline, we think that means something like revenues of $1 million in the
first year of full deployment, $4 million in year 2, $8 million in year 3 and perhaps $12 -16 million in year 4.
Again, that is a rough path, but we think it is in the ballpark. We think they are capable of achieving those types
of metrics based on their success with SRAXmd and the fact that they now have a much better working capital
posture to work from. Recognize, we are not modeling SRAXmd type margins, but we are modeling a trajectory
for the business similar to what we just laid out.
SRAXfan - SRAXfan tools enables brands and agency connect with fans at home, the stadium or r out-of-home
at gathering locations, such as bars, restaurants, universities, during live sporting events or concerts. And we are
also continuing to develop this roadmap. We are modeling a similar trajectory for this vertical as we are
SRAXauto. Incidentally, we think both are great areas to focus on. However, we think SRAXfan development is
a bit behind SRAXauto, so our model assumes accelerating and meaningful SRAXfan contributions further into
2019 and more so 2020.
Beyond the core business (the verticals above), there are a handful of other valuation catalysts that exist in the
story and are worth noting. First, as part of the SRAXmd sale, the Company retained a portion of the acquirer’s
parent, which also includes a component tied to the potential disposition of SRAXmd. This transactional value of
this piece looks to be $10 million, but, if SRAXmd continues to grow and prosper, this piece could presumably
be worth considerably more at some point in the future. We were quite encouraged to learn that they actually
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retained a piece of SRAXmd, and we were surprised by the size of that retention. We think this could be a
considerable “hidden asset” in the story going forward, but for our valuation purposes, we are limiting its value
to the original $10 million transaction value.
The second valuation catalyst in the $9 million performance bonus tied to SRAXmd’s gross profit through fiscal
2018. The Company seems confident that they will receive this. We are modeling about 1/3rd of that optimism.
That is, we are assuming they will get another $3 million from this piece, and that is nothing more than a guess
on our part. We do think that given the status of the metrics as described on the call, there is a likelihood that they
will retain some portion of this payment.
The final valuation catalyst is BigToken. Our target assumptions provide no value for the BigToken piece. That
by the way, is not because we think it is a dry hole, it is because as we have said al along, we have no idea how to
value it at this stage. Further, since some portion of BigToken will be spun to existing shareholders and other
portions presumably sold to investors to fund in the business, we are not even sure how much of BigToken SRAX
will actually retain. That said, the Company provided some aggressive valuation metrics on the call that are telling.
They indicate that 600,000 users would generate a $50 million revenue run rate. We would submit, if they are
successful in achieving that type of adoption, the valuation impact to SRAX would likely be
substantially…probably more than our entire target at this point. We will try to develop a better valuation
framework around the BigToken asset as more information becomes available, but here again, we think this asset
provides (another) open ended element to much higher potential future valuations.
Lastly, the SRAXmd transaction closed in Q3 so the financials for the quarter are going to be complex. They will
include the sale proceeds and presumably some sort of taxation, but as the Company described on the call, the
transaction included, escrowed funds, fees, bonuses, share repurchases and a variety of other nuances. We have
not tried to model these nuances, but instead have reflected what we think the results may look like on a
nonrecurring item basis. We don’t see the point in trying to guess how GAAP and the associated accountants will
deal with all of these issues. Rather, we took the resulting $21 million of net cash and worked from there. We
will address the above “nuances” to the degree necessary after they file Q3. To translate, the Q3 filing will look
much different than our model reflects, beginning with the SRAXmd sale proceeds.
To summarize, the SRAXmd sale is the most positive development the Company has reflected since we have been
following the stock, and likely in its entire history. We have had a number of subscribers as us why (if that is the
case) the stock has sold off after the announcement of the sale, and we have no good answer for that question.
However, in spite of the stock’s reaction, we are comfortable reiterating that, the SRAXmd sale is the most positive
development the Company has reflected since we have been following the stock, and likely in its entire history.
We submit, the Company now must prove that it can repeat its success with the new verticals, and we suppose
that if the street believes that it cannot, then perhaps the stock’s recent decline is appropriate. However, in our
view, the fact that these verticals are well under way in terms of development, they now have a much more robust
working capital posture to develop them and they have proven they can build and sell a successful vertical
(SRAXmd) makes the success of the new verticals more likely than less. Quite simply, if we are correct about
that, we are highly confident that our price targets will prove reasonable. In addition, as we noted, we think there
are multiple additional catalysts in the story, that could make the stock worth more than the currently valuation
on their own, not to mention collectively. For example, we think it is quite conceivable that their (effectively)
30% stake in SRAXmd could someday be worth more than the current $45 million market cap of the stock, yet
our targets are assuming a 5 year terminal value of that asset of just the original $10 million transactional “cost”
value. Again, we think the “unaccounted for” assets could prove telling to the ultimate valuation of the Company.
We reiterate our allocation of 5 for SRAX shares, and given the positive attributes from the SRAXmd sale, we
are establishing a new 12-24 month price target of *$8.50 based on our new model assumptions surrounding the
existing verticals, as well as some of the other component valuations addressed above. We will assess our
allocations and targets as we learn more and perhaps validate some of our assessments regarding the continued
progress of the new verticals.
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Projected Operating Model
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General Disclaimer:
Trickle Research LLC produces and publishes independent research, due diligence and analysis for the benefit of its investor base. Our
publications are for information purposes only. Readers should review all available information on any company mentioned in our
reports or updates, including, but not limited to, the company’s annual report, quarterly report, press releases, as well as other regulatory
filings. Trickle Research is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment advisor either with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Readers should consult with their own independent tax,
business and financial advisors with respect to any reported company. Trickle Research and/or its officers, investors and employees,
and/or members of their families may have long/short positions in the securities mentioned in our research and analysis and may make
purchases and/or sales for their own account of those securities David Lavigne does not hold a position in Social Reality, Inc.
Trickle Research has not been compensated directly by Social Reality Inc. (“SRAX”) for the publication of this report nor has SRAX
compensated Trickle Research for any other services associated with this research report.
Trickle Research has an exclusive content distribution agreement with Stock Market Manager (“SMM”) whereby SMM pays Trickle
Research a fee for any Trickle labeled content displayed, hosted or distributed on its site: www.SMM.Global. Per that agreement,
SMM.Global may charge issuers such as Social Reality Inc. to host and distribute research licensed from Trickle. Issuers may choose
to pay SMM for the licensing, hosting and distribution of Trickle Research. They are under no obligation to do so. SMM has paid
for/licensed this research from Trickle, and SMM has an agreement with and has received compensation from SRAX for hosting and
distribution of SRAX related research by Trickle. In September 2017, SRAX has paid fees to present at conferences hosted in part
by Trickle Research.
Reproduction of any portion of Trickle Research’s reports, updates or other publications without written permission of Trickle
Research is prohibited.
All rights reserved.
Portions of this publication excerpted from company filings or other sources are noted in italics and referenced throughout the report.
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Rating System Overview
There are no letters in the rating system (Buy, Sell Hold), only numbers. The numbers range from 1 to 10, with 1 representing 1
“investment unit” (for our performance purposes, 1 "investment unit" equals $250) and 10 representing 10 investment units or $2,500.
Obviously, a rating of 10 would suggest that we favor the stock (at respective/current levels) more than a stock with a rating of 1.
As a guideline, here is a suggestion on how to use the allocation system.
Our belief at Trickle is that the best way to participate in the micro-cap/small cap space is by employing a diversified strategy. In
simple terms, that means you are generally best off owning a number of issues rather than just two or three. To that point, our goal is
to have at least 20 companies under coverage at any point in time, so let’s use that as a guideline. Hypothetically, if you think you
would like to commit $25,000 to buying micro-cap stocks, that would assume an investment of $1000 per stock (using the diversification
approach we just mentioned, and the 20 stock coverage list we suggested and leaving some room to perhaps add another 5 of the names
from our profiles). We generally start initial coverage stocks with an allocation of 4. Thus, at $1000 invested per stock and a typical
starting allocation of 4, your “investment unit” would be the same $250 we used in the example above. Thus, if we initiate a stock at
a 4, you might consider putting $1000 into the position ($250 * 4). If we later raise the allocation to 6, you might consider adding two
additional units or $500 to the position. If we then reduce the allocation from 6 to 4 you might consider selling whatever number of
shares you purchased with 2 of the original 4 investment units. Again, this is just a suggestion as to how you might be able to use the
allocation system to manage your portfolio.
For those hung up on the tradition of more typical rating systems (Buy, Sell, Hold) we would submit the following guidelines.
A Trickle rating of 1 thru 3 would best correspond to a "Speculative Buy" although we would caution that a rating in that
range should not assume that the stock is necessarily riskier than a stock with a higher rating. It may carry a lower rating
because the stock is trading closer to a price target we are unwilling to raise at that point. This by the way applies to all of our
ratings.
A Trickle rating of 4 thru 6 might best (although not perfectly) correspond to a standard "Buy" rating.
A Trickle rating of 7 thru 10 would best correspond to a “Strong Buy" however, ratings at the higher end of that range would
indicate something that we deem as quite extraordinary..... an "Extreme Buy" if you will. You will not see a lot of these.
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